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The Henry Disston Saw Company
By Bob Garay
was fortunate enough to attend the local EAIA meeting
year old Henry Disston first arrived
recently at the New Jersey Tuckerton Seaport, organized
in Philadelphia in 1833 with his
by CRAFTS member Carl Bopp. The Tuckerton Seaport
father Thomas and his sister
is a fine reproduction of a historical seaport village with all
Marianna, after a sixty day voyage
the crafts and shops from that early time period. But as a
from England. His father had
saw collector the main reason I was eager to attend was
invented a lace machine and was
that the featured speaker was Henry Disston Jr., a direct
coming to America to market it.
descendant of the founder of the Disston Saw Company.
Luckily Henry had learned the craft
Henry Disston Jr. is the grandson of Jacob S. Disston Jr.
of mechanics, as his father passed
who was President and the last Chairman of the company.
away three days after arriving in
Henry’s father was the last
Henry Disston
Disston to work for the comAmerica. Friends of the
pany, as he was apprenticing
Disston family introduced
in the File Works when the
Henry to the saw making busicompany was taken over by
ness of William & Charles
H.K.Porter in 1955. Now I was
Johnson,
where
Henry
aware of the major happenapprenticed in saw making for
ings of this world leader of
seven years. This business ran
saw production, but this presinto hard times and for back
entation tied all the loose
pay Henry was offered saw
ends together and added new
making tools and materials
information to what I had preworth $350.
viously known. Thus I thought
Henry decided to start his
it would be of interest to tool
own saw making business in
collectors to review the histo1840 and opened a small shop
ry of Henry Disston and the
at 21st and Bread St. Here he
Disston Saw Company as told
built his own furnace and
by Henry Disston Jr.
hauled coal from the Delaware
Henry Disston Jr. holding the chain saw developed by
Continued on page 4
the Disston Saw Company in the 1950s.
It is well known that the 14
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Hank Allen, 524 Harristown Rd. Glen Rock, NJ 07452
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Lodge in High Bridge, N.J.
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President’s Corner
just finished bringing in a pile of wood and got a roaring fire started. Where did the fall go? It always seems
to fly by. There were many tool events to keep me busy
and I just lost track of time. It started with the CRAFTS
picnic, which signals the ending of summer and the start of
autumn. We had beautiful weather and a day filled with
tales of tools. A week later I attended the Live Free or Die
Tool Auction. As always the tailgating was superb, and two
days of tool auctions emptied my wallet.
In October, I attended the EAIA workshop at Tuckerton
Seaport along the New Jersey coast. It was an interesting
day, visiting the different craft cottages set up for us with
educational presentations. The presentation by Henry
Disston Jr. was enlightening, so I decided to relate its key
points in this issue. Also in October, I attended the Blue
Mountain Antique Gas & Steam Engine show. There was a
little bit of rain, but these are hardy mountain folk that
have outside shows in January. A little bit of rain did not
slow down the flea market and engine show. I also hosted
a CRAFTS director’s meeting at my house. We always get
together in the fall to plan out the direction for CRAFTS in
the coming year. As usual we all had some tools to “show
and tell” and the meeting was well attended by about a
dozen members. I am very fortunate as CRAFTS President
to have such a helpful and responsible group of directors to
run this club.
In November, we had a CRAFTS meeting with a presentation on making split bamboo fly rods by Dennis Menscer.
I was surprised by all the work that went into these finely
crafted “fishing poles”. I remember using bamboo split
poles as a kid and never realized the work that went into
making them. I have a new appreciation for them. Of
course during all this time I was busy preparing and selling
tools on eBay under my alter ego name “takeadip”. (It’s a
lake thing.) And Sunday morning’s my wife and I get up
early to hit the local flea market, looking for treasures. I
winterized my boats and the Chris Craft “woody” is shored
up in the boat house.
Now it’s December and the snow shovel is standing by
and my firewood pile is ready for a long winter. I have a
basement full of tools that need cleaning and sorting out. I
am putting some aside for the CRAFTS auction in April.
Like everyone else I need to get them to Greg Welsh or
Steve Zluky as soon as possible. See the notice in this
newsletter. We are making plans for the holidays and I am
dreading going shopping for Christmas presents.
Now after I reflect on my autumn season activities I
guess I see where the fall went. I was so busy I did not
notice that this was one heck of a great tool season! Happy
Holidays to all. 

I

CRAFTS 2009 Picnic – by Dave Nowicki
y the time you’ll be reading this, somewhere around
like
watching
the beginning of December, the CRAFTS picnic of
bees moving from
2009 will only be a distant memory. It seems that one
one flower to the
of the ways we measure the passage of time is through the
next, gathering
specific events which impact our lives like birthdays,
pollen; only it
anniversaries and holidays. Others are more personal and
was tools these
tend to define our interests; among these, for me, is our
folks were after
annual picnic. This
as they moved
year’s event took
from one dealer
place on Sunday,
to the next and
September 13th. It
back again to
was just after suncheck for somerise and I was exitthing that might
ing I-78 on my way
have been missed
to Brady Camp
on the first gowhen I noticed that
round. It was
the
morning
obvious
that
clouds, responsimany were very
ble for a mostly
successful
in
rainy week, were
their searches as
Display by Stephen Sedor of rare and beautiful levels
just beginning to
I frequently saw
dissipate and the
quite a few tools
sun, still low in the
moving from tables to cars.
sky, was already
Lunch was served at noon and I can assure you that after
burning off the
an early wake-up followed by a determined and focused
Early morning tailgaters look for tool deals
mist on the surmorning search, everyone was ready for a hearty lunch. As
rounding
usual, Ken Vliet did a nice job in arranging for the picnic,
fields and foreshadowed the onset of a magnificent
including the nice weather. Shortly after everyone had
day. Though only two miles from the six lane high
satisfied their hunger, we all drifted inside for a change
speed road, the area surrounding Brady Camp is an
of pace. We began with a lively Whatsit session, led by
almost idyllic country landscape with undeveloped
Don Wallace. Don has a knack for turning up some very
fields and streams. Driving through this area I was
intriguing items; all guaranteed to provoke the audience
totally relaxed and thinking to myself where had the
into tossing out their thoughts and guesses as to what
year gone? I guess it’s just my age showing but for me
each item was used for, and this one was no exceptime really does seem to fly and the summer
tion. These sessions are always fun and
really was at an end. But the anticipation
you’re guaranteed to come away with more
of a day filled with friends and the possitool knowledge than you arrived with.
bility of finding a new tool to add to
Then, Bob Garay, CRAFTS president,
my collection quickly removed
called on Hank Allen to accept this
any melancholy that may have
year’s Presidents Award for his work
been lurking. As I turned into
in taking on the Treasurer’s duties
the camp’s entrance I could see
from Jack Whelan, who had been
that the grounds were quickly
performing this vital function for
drying out and there was a frenzy
many years. Herb Kean created a
of activity going on as tool sellers
beautiful plaque for Hank’s award.
were putting up their tables and setting
Bob also presented an award to Don
out their prized offerings. It was going to be
Kahn for his work in bringing the graphics
a lively day of tool talk and trading with a
and layout design of the Tool Shed up to a
wonderful catered lunch to be anticipated.
new level. I trust that you’ve noticed the
By mid morning there were more than 20
improvements in the Tool Shed since Don
CRAFTS members selling in the parking lot
came on board. Next on the agenda were the
while a few more were inside organizing
awards for the tool displays. Each year
Hank Allen holds his presidents Award their tool displays. All morning long it was a hand carved plaque by Herb Kean.
Continued on page 9
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The Henry Disston Saw Company

stantly run into bad luck. He had to move his business a
couple of times and lastly, in 1849, his rented shop had a
Continued from page 1
boiler explosion that forced his hand to purchase his own
River docks, a mile away. He hired his first
land and build a shop. The Mexican War in 1846 spurred
apprentice, David Bickley, and together prothe demand
duced about a dozen saws a day. It was durfor
tools
ing this time that he married Amanda
and the saw
Mulvina Bickley, probably a relative of his
business
apprentice. His young wife gave
prospered.
birth to twins but they
By
1850
died within hours of
after
ten
First eagle medallion used birth. His wife soon
years
in
by Henry Disston Saw Co.
became ill and also
business
died. This left Henry distraught and
Henr y
Double eagle stamp 1850’s brass back saw.
penniless. He was given a $5 loan
Disston
from a friend and he went back to
had come a long way, as his trademark was recognized
work struggling to make ends
as a symbol of excellence and dependability. He was
meet. Henry Disston not only
now making an assortment of products using steam
built his own furnace, but also
power with 65 employees. In 1855 he was the first to
fired it himself and tempered his Above- Original 1st stamp used by Disston bring Sheffield steel workers to America to produce
own saws He also smithed, Saw Co. Below- Stamp used on early post- crucible steel. By 1859 Disston had 150 men workground, set, and filed them. card. (Postcard courtesy of Roger Smith)
ing for him, more than any of his competitors.
In 1861, two events occurred which did much to further
the success of his flourishing enterprise. The first was a tariff on foreign saws and tools, which spurred the sale of
Disston products. The second was the beginning of the War
Between the States. The war effort was profitable, as production was $35,000 per month. Many Disston employees
including Henry’s eldest son enlisted in the war effort.
Henry’s son Hamilton refused an officer’s commission, preferring instead to share the hardships of the men he had
apprenticed with in the factory. It was during this time that
Disston started to make their own files, as they could not
During these first years, times were so hard that he sold his
find any manufacturers that met their quality standards.
saws for just one cent over the production cost. He would
T h i s
spend much effort proving the superiority of his saws over
became
the English dominance. An interesting anecdote describing
another
his early sales technique is treasured in the Disston
whole diviarchives.
sion
of
A plainly dressed young man entered a hardware house.
D i s s t o n ’s
He called for the proprietor and asked to see a carpenter’s
business.
saw. The saw was brought, and the stranger, examining it
After the
carefully, remarked that it was good for nothing. He suddenw
a
r
ly broke the saw with a smart blow on the counter. “Who
Hamilton
The Disston & Son etch existed from 1865 to 1871 when
are you, sir?” asked the proprietor in some consternation.
joined the
more of Henry’s sons joined the company.
“I am called Henry Disston,” was the answer, “and here is
company
a saw that I defy you or any other man to break with simiand the name was changed to “Disston & Son”. It was
lar treatment.” He laid down one of his own saws. The dealHamilton who demonstrated the merits of the bandsaw and
er, who later headed one of the city’s largest hardware
convinced factory workers to apply its use to making hanestablishments, said, after mentioning the incident, that the
dles. Instead of two men making 20 dozen handles a day,
trade was convinced to buy the saws of the young manufacthey now could make 165 dozen a day. In 1871 Henry’s son
turer because of their obvious superiority.
Albert was brought on board, then came Horace, William
On November 9, 1843, he married Mary Steelman, a
and Jacob. The name was changed to Henry Disston &
direct descendant of Daniel Leeds, who played a prominent
Sons. By this time Disston had made a name for his busirole in the early development of New Jersey. Henry strugness nationwide with his introduction of new products,
gled to prosper in the saw business and seemed to consuperior quality and cost-cutting machinery.
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Henry Disston
interest in their
believed in famicraft. In Henry
ly, and gave them
Disston the men
the opportunity
recognized a masto
come
to
ter
craftsman,
America
and
familiar with all of
work for the
their
various
c o m p a n y.
skills, as well as a
Starting in the
sincere
friend.
late 1840s his
That bond is
brothers came
attested by the
from
England
employment
with their famirecords of many
lies. Thomas and
men then on the
later
William
Disston payroll.
were partnered
When the first
in the Jobbing
Disston
history
Disston plant along the Delaware River during the early 1900’s.
Department.
was compiled, in
Charles partnered in the Butcher Saw & Trowel Dept. Joab
1920, the rolls showed 21 men in continuous service for 50
Morse, whose wife was a sister to Henry’s wife, partnered
years or more; 90 from 40 to 50 years; 238 from 30 to 40
in the Square & Level Dept. In the end, they provided leadyears; 320 from 20 to 30 years; 763 from 10 to 20 years,
ership that he could trust.
and, working beside them, 2,170 younger saw and tool
A believer in hard work and fair treatment of his employmakers, steadily gaining in skill and experience. Many of
ees, Disston shaped a working-class community around his
the younger men were sons or grandsons of the older
factory. He insured the supply of skilled labor by maintainemployees. At the time of Henry’s death his first apprentice,
ing an apprentice program. He purchased 350 acres in
David Bickley, was a foreman and would continue faithful
Tacony, PA to build a new factory away from the troubles of
employment until 1890, fifty years of service.
city life. He incorporated in this property 500 houses for his
There are other places where the name Disston has a
employees with all the amenities of modern housing of the
special meaning. One concerns Atlantic City, which he rectimes. Disston provided Tacony with running water, sewers,
ognized in its possibilities as a summer resort. He invested
gas service, parks, schools, and adequate yards to raise
heavily in land and erected a large sawmill in 1872, which
families. However Henry added provisions that there were
spurred the building of homes,
to be no bars, livery stables or bells in the church steeples.
hotels, and business houses and
This was to keep the worker focused on the work in the facstarted Atlantic City on its way to
tory. The strong ties that bound Henry Disston and his men
becoming one of America’s most
in a relationship far deeper than that usually found between
popular playgrounds. He built for
employer and employees were knit from their common
himself a large home, which was
for many years one of the show
places of the Jersey Shore, and
which did much to maintain the
character of the vicinity. In 1879,
Henry Disston & Sons won the
contract to build a 16 foot boardwalk for the length of the city. In
1879 Hamilton Disston donated
land called Park Place by locals, Flyer announcing land sales
made famous by the Monopoly from Hamilton Disston”s
board game. Today a Disston property.
Park exists on the Atlantic City oceanfront.
Henry died of a stroke in 1878 at the age of 59. He left
behind a company with strong family leadership and
employees loyal to the Disston cause. His son Hamilton, at
age 34, became president. In the next five years he boosted production by 35%. Hamilton had visited Florida in 1877
for a fishing trip where he was impressed with the vastness
The Tacony Baptist Church is partially made from discarded grind
stones from the Disston factory.

Continued on page 8
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IS IT
REAL
OR NOT?
By Bob Garay

R

ecently I found a
Three long shaft braces.The top is
100% authentic while the middle
unique brace on
one is an antique craftsman made
Jim Bode’s website
Sheffield style with a reworked
www.bodetools.com. Now I have
neck and head. The bottom is a
over 200 braces of all types and
modern reproduction.
sizes but have been looking for
one like this for a while. It
is like most other braces
but it has a very long lower
shaft going to the chuck. Now it isn’t that I haven’t
She calls the traveler a “pizza cutter”. This got me to thinkcome across one before, because I have. A year ago
ing what would be the “evidence” that would lead a person
I came across one browsing a tool auction’s electronic bidto determine if an antique brace really was authentic.
ding site. I threw in a bid hoping to beat the floor bidders.
When I got the newly acquired brace from Bode Tools I was
Well I did, but when it got to my house it was evident that
happy to find that it was indeed an original antique. At the
it was not an authentic antique brace, but a poorly made
same time I wondered if the dealer in Nashua might accept
replica. Again recently, while in Nashua for the Donnelly
a lower offer if it was reasonable. I called him and we
Auction, I was cruising the parking lot sales and saw a
struck a deal. I was excited with anticipation to receive it
brace on a dealer’s table of the same design. It was like a
and examine its details. After studying it, I concluded that
plated Sheffield brace but it also had a long lower end. I
it was actually a brace that fit in between the two others
talked to the dealer and he said it was authentic, as two
that I had. An antique brace body
others had come up in English
made by a craftsman to look like
auctions. His price reflected its
an English Sheffield plated brace,
rarity and I had to pass it by. Thus
with a reworked head. Thus, I
when I saw the brace on Jim’s
thought it interesting to show with
website, with a reasonable price, I
some photos what allows a collecwas skeptical. I called him up to
tor to determine authenticity to a
verify its age but Jim was away on
certain degree.
a tool trip and could not immediately look it over. He said he would
The Patina & Wood
have his wife Trish look it over, as
When one looks at the three
she has handled many tools workbraces you can see a dark patina
ing with Jim in the tool business.
on the Dutch and English braces
He did inform me that it was a
but none on the “1804” brace.
Dutch brace coming from a repAlso there is lighter coloring to the
utable dealer. I said great, but
patina where the hand would have
when I hung up I was still skeptinaturally rubbed in the center grip
cal. I mean Jim said his wife would
of
these two. The Dutch brace has
look it over. My wife wouldn’t know
Even though the bottom brace has a Stylish carved 1804
actually developed a polished
the difference between a Stanley
date, it is far from 200 years old. Notice the hand rubbed
wood on the center grip of the top brace.
effect in the center grip of the
odd job and a cooper’s traveler.
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The lower authentic brace shows wear and well worn iron
ferules. The chip in the head has worn smooth over the
years. Iron nails thru the upper web extension hold the
head. The shiny brass in the top reproduction is a dead
giveaway to newness.

The English brace on the right lacks the brass bottom
plate and washer under the neck that a typical Sheffield
brace on the left has.

The authentic brace head to the right shows 150+ years
of ageing where the repro head on the left shows none.

English and Dutch braces The wood of the English brace is
ash and the Dutch brace is elm. Both are logical woods for
these braces. The reproduction is mahogany which is
almost never used in wooden brace bodies.

The Head & Neck
The neck and body of the repro is separated by a thick brass
disk which is shiny and lacking age scuffing. The head is
tight with not a bit of wear. Not only that, but the head is
drilled off a little bit from center and wobbles. This would
never be the case in a real brace that has to be used every
day. The Dutch brace has an iron ferrule which is correct
for early wood braces. Also, the spinning of the head has
worn the neck down a bit to actually cause a loose head.
This would be expected of a well used brace. The real brace
head also has some minor worm holes and a small chip.
The top of the Dutch head has a rubbed wear to its edges,
where the reproduction is crisp. Now the English brace is a
dilemma to figure out. It has what looks like a newly turned
ebony head. My first thought is that the ebony looks out of
place for this brace. The brace body is of rough construction and the ebony head is a very fine turning of rare wood.
After taking it apart I found that it was held on with two gal-

English brace head disassembled. It is held on with modern galvanized nuts and washers showing replacement.

vanized modern nuts and a galvanized washer. Also, when
comparing it to all my other Sheffield braces, the neck lacks
a washer and brass plate at its base. The craftsman making the brace obviously omitted this important factory characteristic that prevents wear, and then looseness. It is likely that the head has been replaced during more recent times
and is not original.

The Chuck
The chuck ends on both the reproduction and Dutch braces
have iron ferrules, but the reproduction has a forged iron
ring with crisp edges without any smooth wear. The Dutch
ferrule has a worn shine to it. When you look at the hole for
the tapered bit to fit into the reproduction’s chuck, it is a
round hole. Not a shaped carved hole, tapered to fit such a
bit. The authentic brace has a slotted hole for flat shanked
Dutch bits. Also, the wood around the chuck of the Dutch
brace shows much evidence of checking and splintering
Continued on page 10
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The Henry Disston Saw Company
Continued from page 5

of the land. Later, in 1881, he contracted with the state of
Florida to drain its southern lands, receiving ownership of
four million acres of land for $1 million. This deal made
Disston the largest single landowner in the U.S. He moved
to Florida for a while, working on improving his land holdings, building hundreds of miles of canals to make it livable
and established the town of Kissimmee. His ventures in
Florida had persuaded many other influential
Philadelphians to do the same. Unfortunately, Hamilton’s
reinvestment of profits in additional projects, coupled with
the economic depression of 1893, produced a financial
strain on his personal finances. As foreclosure on the $1
million loan approached in 1896, Hamilton, apparently
believing he had brought financial ruin to the family business, took his own life.
Tank made in 1941 at the Disston Saw works. The production
of armor plate resulted in important goverment contracts that
bolstered their profits in hard times.

William D. Disston standing to right of an inserted tooth circular
saw in 1910. He became the CEO during the Great Depression.

This left the company in the hands of Hamilton’s brothers, William, Jacob S., Horace C. and his half uncle Samuel
Disston. William took the leadership role, ably assisted by
his brothers and half uncle. During the time of Henry
Disston’s leadership, profits were reinvested into the company. Hamilton had incorporated the company in 1886 and
stock was distributed among family members, each collecting substantial dividends. As these dividends were paid out
to Disston shareholders, it drained capital for reinvestment
in the company. The Disston’s had to borrow $1,000,000
from J.P. Morgan to repay the loan drawn against company
assets by Hamilton Disston. Money that was diverted to
repay the loan and to pay Disston stockholders dividends,
reduced the amount of money available for town philanthropy and workers benefits.
Again, the profits of a war bolstered the Disston
Company as World War I offered many lucrative contracts.
Yet, as the Great Depression wore on in the 1930s, workers saw reductions in hours and their wages in an effort to
keep the factory running. Because this and other social
and economic changes, the age of paternal corporate
structure disappeared. As in other manufacturing indusThe Tool Shed December 2009
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tries, this was when the Disston workers unionized.
Dwindling profits and the need to keep paying dividends to
the family, forced marketing and cost-cutting decisions
that would prove detrimental to the long-term health of the
company. During WWII and for about five years after, the
company made much of its money selling steel, not saws.
After the war, Germany and Japan both invested a great
deal of money and effort in new steel mills and other factories. This paid off for them in the early 1950s when these
modern plants started production. Disston on the other
hand was essentially a 19th-century factory with no cash
to invest in modernization. Workers were striking every
few years for an increase in pay, and the Disston family
members with stock in the company wanted their dividends.

Chain saw made by Disston used by the military during WW2.
It was heavy and cumbersome but led to further developments.

In 1947 Jacob S. Disston
pension fund. Quality was never the
became president of the company
same as it was under the Disston
and believed that the development
family’s control. In 1978 the firm
of the chain saw held the most
was sold to Sandvick, a Swedish
promise for the future of the comsaw company. In 1984 Sandvick
pany. Disston contracted with the
sold the company to R.A.F.
Kiekhaefer Company of Wisconsin
Industries, as the empire that
to develop a light weight engine for
Henry Disston had built was just an
the saw. It was manufactured, but
empty shell by then.
had to be recalled due to mechanThis story summarizes how
ical problems. In 1952 several
Henry Disston started in this counKiekhaefer employees resigned
try an orphan apprenticing as a
and went to work for Disston. The
saw maker in 1833 and rose to the
firm borrowed $3.5 million from
largest saw manufacturer in the
the Philadelphia National Bank for
world. He developed not only a
development of the saw. It was at
company of skilled craftsman, but a
this time that the Disston family
close knit family of employees who
realized that the firm needed new
materialized into one of the model
leadership. For the first time a
paternalistic communities in
Henry Disston Jr. plays a Disston musical saw at the
non-family
member,
John
Tacony PA during the American
Tuckerton Seaport presentation.
Thompson from Roebling Steel,
Industrial Age at the dawn of the
became president. Soon Kiekhaefer Aeromarine Motors Inc.
20th century. Henry Disston created a comfortable and
filed suit against Disston, charging illegal employment of
enriching way of life for the Disston workers and they gave
their executives. Because of this, Thompson discontinued
him their hands, minds and hearts in return. His sons and
the chain saw project. PN Bank called for immediate repaytheir sons apprenticed not only in the company to continue
ment of the loan. This pulled money from the Disston sharehis ideals of learning the trade from the bottom up, but they
holders dividends. This action caused many of the women
carried on his ideology of the worth of man in a modern
shareholders, who were not involved in the company, to sell
Industrial Age. Modern and future industrialists would gain
their stock to H.K.Porter. Once H.K.Porter had control of
much from a study of the Disston story. 
the company they paid off the loans using the employee’s

CRAFTS 2009 Picnic
Continued from page 3

members are encouraged to set-up a display that is tool
related. They usually comprise some facet of a member’s collection, but can show a method of work or the work of a
craftsman such as a blacksmith. Really, it’s up to the imagination of our members. Each display is judged by a committee of members. This year we awarded four prizes for the following displays: 1st Place went to Stephen Sedor for his
amazing display of rare and beautiful levels. 2nd Place was
awarded to Ed Modugno for his display which showed not
only how, but why you might want to replace the handle of
your axe and hatchet. 3rd Place went to Jay and Scott
Samuels for their display of an almost forgotten tool, the
“church key” or can and bottle opener. 4th Place went to
Walter Jacob for his entry entitled, The Advertising Signs of
the Stanley Rule and level Co. – Script Logo Period (1910 –
1920) which displayed extremely rare tin and cardboard
Stanley signs.
For everyone who couldn’t get to the picnic this year I
urge you come to Brady Camp in 2010, where the tools are
always shiny, the location is wonderful and the weather is
just about perfect. 

NEW FOR THE 2010 CRAFTS AUCTION
The board of directors of crafts has authorized a change in
our commission structure. Our very low rates of 10% commission on lots that sell up to $499 and only 5% for lots selling for $500 or more remain attractively low. The board has
stated that any lot selling for $3000 or more will be charged
0% commission. Also, we do not charge buyer’s premium
on any purchase so there is no added 10% to the total bid.
What you bid is what you pay ( plus tax if applicable).
We have already received a very beautiful Boxwood
Sandusky No.140 Center Wheel Plow plane for the 2010
auction and will have a few sparklers in addition.
We ask all consignors to return their forms and submit their
tools in a timely manner. This would be
a great help to
the auction
committee.
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THE PHOENIX
(The phoenix was a mythical bird of centuries ago
that rose up out of its
own ashes and lived
again.)
A friend of mine
had a very old car
that had been in his
father’s backyard for
many years. When his
father died, the car was slated for
the dump, but his brother asked if it could be stored until
they could figure out what to do with it. The car was a
wreck, and it looked it. It was rusted, the tires were flat, the
mice lived in the upholstery, the headlights were smashed,
and on and on. But as my friend had a big backyard, he
moved it there.
On Memorial Day, he held a picnic in the backyard, and
thought that the old car wouldn’t be in the way. But it didn’t
go unnoticed. The mothers warned their little ones not to go

near it because, “All kinds of animals lived in it”. Most of the
fathers ignored it or snickered at it. One fellow looked it
over closely and made a recommendation to my friend, “I
can restore it for you and your brother, but both of you will
have to buy the material and help. All I ask for in return is
to drive it to the shows and around town on occasion.”
The remark was overheard by some of the other men and
they couldn’t believe their ears. The catcalls and putdowns
flew, “Are you crazy”, and worse. But my friend decided to
take him up on it.
Months later the car was finished. There was no way to
tell it was the original “piece of junk”. Everyone was
impressed to the point that the restorer had to show pictures of the original car and steps along the way in its
recovery. Antique car people came and made all kinds of
offers, some genuine, some unbelievable. Even a curator
from an antique car museum came by one day and passed
some healthy accolades after seeing the photos. The
restorer became a hero.
The comments that my friend was amazed mostly at
were those from the antique car buffs. He had expected to
hear derogatory remarks about “tinkering with a genuine
antique”. Instead, they all seemed truly excited that it could
be restored to its original condition and live again.
Is there a lesson here? Which is more hurtful — an artifact that is disgraceful in both looks and function, or one
that has its original wornout parts replaced and/or refinished? Is the questionable amount of “history” connected
with these wornout parts more valuable than giving the
piece the ability to live again? 

IS IT REAL OR NOT?
Continued from page 7

that drilling forces over the years
might have caused. The English
brace has a Sheffield button-type
chuck. The chuck as well as the
brass plates are poorly fitted,
something not seen on braces
made by actual Sheffield manu- The Dutch brace on the left shows much evidence of
factures. Thus, this brace is ageing. The repro on the right has a round hole to
probably made by a working hold a tapered square bit.
craftsman during the 1800’s
using parts from a real Sheffield brace.
Sometimes a collector like myself wants to find a real
treasure so bad that he loses all sensibility and tricks himself into believing something is right. If we stand back and
let common sense take over, the truth will be told. I have
even imagined names in planes where the mark should be,
as I erroneously connect the woods grain lines into a rare
mark. One way to become more of an expert on authentic
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tools is to handle as many as possible
and study their characteristics. That is
the advantage of going to tool auctions.
Even if I cannot afford the high end tools,
at least I can handle them and study
their characteristics. Who knows,
maybe someday I will find a real diamond in the rough. 

The English brace has a churck and wood
body that shows much age.Yet the fitting of
the chuck and brass is not up to the quality
standards of normal Sheffield braces.

THE TOOL WIZARD
Dear Wizard,
I restored a boring machine, and it looks great. When I went
to try it out with the bit that came with it, it cut very poorly; in fact it got to a point where I couldn’t even turn it any
longer it was so bad. After sharpening the bit, it did a little
better, but certainly not good enough to call right. I made
doubly sure that not only the cutting edge but the side edge
was good and sharp and tried again, A little better, but still
terrible. I have seen the timber framing demos where they
turn with needed strength, but it goes fairly smoothly. What
am I doing wrong?
Harold Jacobs, Milford, PA
Dear Harold,
Sounds to me that you have done everything right or at least
close to right, with one big question. Are you using seasoned wood, hardwood or pine? If you are trying to cut seasoned hardwood with the regular boring machine bit, you
are going to have one heck-of-a time! Seasoned pine can be
cut with moderate effort, but gives a rough hole with the
standard boring machine bit. The timber framers use mostly unseasoned pine. Even some of the hardwoods are able
to be cut smoothly if they are NOT seasoned.
Seasoned hardwoods are mostly for cabinetry work and
are cut with a different bit. It was patented by R. Jennings
in 1855. The best way to do this is to show you the 2 bits
and the holes that they cut in “green” wood and seasoned
wood. I have used beech, as it is a close-grained hardwood
and if you can get a nice hole in green beech, you can cut
green pine like butter.
Figure 1 shows the standard boring machine bit.
Salaman calls it a Scotch pattern. It has 2 flat cutting
edges, both with side wings. It has no spurs, and the screw

FIG. 1
Scotch pattern bit,with
wings above cutting
edges that cannot score.

FIG. 2
Jennings pattern bit, with
two spurs below cutting
edges for scoring.

lead is a much faster pitch than the Jennings’ pattern.
The Scotch pattern is more for rough construction work.
Figure 2 shows the Jennings’ bit which is for clean accurate holes and has spurs on each of the 2 flat cutting
edges. These spurs make all the difference in the world
as you will see in Figures 3 and 4. Figure 3 shows a hole
cut in seasoned beech with a Jennings’ pattern bit. Clean
as a whistle! Figure 4 shows a hole in seasoned beech
cut with a Scotch pattern bit. (It got too tough to turn,
so I quit after a few turns.) Figure 5 shows the same two
holes cut in green beech.There is very little difference in
the smoothness of the two cuts made by the two different bits in green wood.
One last thing. Never sharpen the wings or the spurs
on the outside. If your bit rolls over on the wings or
spurs from previous stoning on the outside, find one
that doesn’t. When you get it to work,show it to some
kids. They’ll get a kick out of it, particularly if they can
use it.
Mr. Wizard

FIG. 3
Cut with Jennings bit in
seasoned beech.

FIG. 4
Cut with Scotch pattern
in seasoned beech.

FIG. 5
Holes cut in green beech.Left with Jennings
pattern right with Scotch pattern
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CRAFTS of New Jersey
P.O.Box 372
Claverack, NY 12513

Upcoming Tool Events
Jan 10, 2010 - PATINA bi-monthly meeting, American Legion
Post 270, 1355 Balls Hill Rd. McLean, Virginia, 22101
Jan 23, 2010 - York Tool Sale: 7am-12:00 – MWTCA Area P –
Don Stark, (717)367-5207 or starked@aol.com.
Jan 23, 2010 -BROWN AUCTION @ YORK SALE: Auction starts at
1pm, Approximately 450 lots of outstanding tools. Preview 11am
List available at www.finetoolj.com. Brown Auction Services, 27
Fickett Road, Pownal, Maine, (800)248-8114.
March 27, 2010 - Cabin Fever Auction, Harvester Lions Club,
4835 Central School Road, Louis, MO 63304. www.greatplanestrading.com. Mike Urness at Ratdaddy@mac.com or at
(314)497-7884.
Feb 7, 2010 - CRAFTS of NJ monthly meeting, Host Masonic
Lodge, Highbridge, NJ Bob Garay (takeadip@optonline.net)
March 19-20 2010 - Live Free or Die Antique Tool Auction,
Ramada Inn East, Indianapolis, Indiana, www.mjdtools.com
March 20, 2010 - David Stanley General Tool Auction, England.
David@davidstanley.com

Want Ads
NEED HELP disposing of your tools or home items? Entire
or partial house clean-outs available.
Call Steve Zluky, (908)534-2710.
JIMBODETOOLS.COM
The Largest Antique Tool Website on Earth Buying and
Selling Fine Antique Tools Ph: 518-537-8665
email: jim@jimbodetools.com
JUST A NOTE to advise anyone interested that I have
just added a number of articles and other information
to the web site Yesteryears tools.com Thanks, Tom
Lamond Tom@yesteryearstools.com
WANTED - Tools from Trenton NJ - Looking for tools from
my home town of Trenton NJ - email me at
takeadip@optonline.net
   

Next Meeting • February 7, 2010 –1PM • HOST Masonic Lodge • Highbridge, NJ
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